Information on PISCES PREDATOR Pontoon Kick boat
14 day 100% money back satisfaction guarantee
Included in the package deal
2 Pontoons
Frame with saddles and pontoon straps, Stainless steel D-rings and quick release clips
Transom or trolling motor / Additional Luggage rack attachment
Universal battery holder
Seat
Collapsable plastic luggage crate
4 Rod rod holder
Patching Kit
Basic Valve connector

Specifications
Pontoons

Frame

1 Year unconditional replacement guarantee on seam welding and material
5 Year free repair warrantee on seam welding
Dimensions inflated 30 cm X 200 cm ( 2 m )
Manufactured with 700gm/ sq m PVC canvas ( Strong )
Seams sealed by combination of thermal ( hot air ) and chemical welding with triple overlap
Rated carrying weight + /- 170 Kg
High quality quick deflate Collier Valves
PVC CANVAS a light colour to minimise air expansion due to heating up by the sun

Compact fot transport

Manufactured from 25 x 25 mm powder coated aluminium 2 mm thick
Assembled I less than 3 minutes by means of 4 cup screws and wing nuts
On each of the 4 ends, of the saddle bars, there are pop riveted threaded inserts
Use inserts to attach fish finders, anchors, drogue anchor etc. plus 2 plastic head bolts to do it
Strong and smooth custom cast plastic saddles to seat pontoons on frame
4mm stainless steel welded D- rings to attach pontoon straps to saddles
Pontoon straps fitted with quick release and fit clips

Two in boot of VW Golf

Transom or trolling motor / Additional Luggage rack attachment
Manufactured from 25 x 25 mm powder coated aluminium 2 mm thick
Can be included or excluded in than 3 minutes assembly, by means of ONLY 4 cup screws and wing nuts
Transom rated for sneaker motor up to 44 Lb thrust , 18 lb thrust sufficient
If not used for a trolling motor it can be used for cool box or live well

Frame is strong

Universal battery holder
Used in conjunction with trolling motor attachment
Most Batteries from 7.5 up to 105 Ah can be accommodated
No extra fitting needed for fit battery , it just slips into the trolling motor frame in front of the motor
Seat

Plastic stadium seat with the essential leg, bottom and back support for 8 or more hours on the water
Strengthens the frame and is fixed to frame with only 2 of the 4 cup screws and wing nuts used

Crate just slips and stays in

Collapsable plastic luggage crate
Luggage capacity 47 X 35 X 24 = 39.48 lt
Due to design it does not need to be fastened
Fits perfectly on either side of seat to accommodate left or right handed casting
Collapses for storage or transporting
4 Rod rod holder
Custom made and can be fitted right or left , rods tips facing front or back as preferred by you
Manufactured of high density foam to grip rods and reels securely and protect them from scratches
Patching Kit
50 ml of the correct ( heat activated ) PVC Glue for patching
50 ml Solvent for cleaning spot prior to glue and patch
Assortment of patches
Basic Valve connector
Custom made, can be adapted to work on most pumps easily
Total weight
Frame + Transom + Seat + 2 Pontoons

ONLY 11 Kg

That is light

Price for all above R 4200
Shipping within ZAR is included

